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is the Board of directors of my
condominium required to obtain
owners’ approval prior to increasing
monthly common element fees?

No. This decision is entirely within the Board’s
purview. The Board is not even required to obtain
owners’ input. This, however, does not mean that
the Board can make this decision arbitrarily – far
from it. The Board’s authority to make decisions is
always subject to compliance with the Condominium Act, 1998 and the
condominium’s governing documents.
A Board is elected by owners to fulfill the objects and duties of the
condominium as set out in the Act, and in doing so, Directors are
required to comply with the legislated minimum standard of care.
Specifically, Directors must act honestly and in good faith and exercise
the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would
exercise in comparable circumstances. In making their decisions a
Board also usually relies on various professionals, including lawyers,
engineers, accountants and property managers.

One of the many decisions a Board is required to make is whether it
is in the condominium’s best interest to increase monthly common
element fees. This is undoubtedly a very difficult decision for a Board
to make as it will have a direct financial impact on all owners.
Although it may seem obvious, owners often forget that Board
decisions also impact individual Directors, as most Directors are
owners themselves. No owner, including owners that are Directors,
is exempt from a Board’s decision, including the decision to increase
monthly common element fees. This means that if monthly common
element fees increase every owner at the condominium will be
financially impacted by such increase.
A Board considers several factors before making its decision to increase
monthly common element fees. Most notably, the Board reviews the
operating fund with its property manager and reserve fund with its
engineers to determine whether they are being adequately funded.
The Board also considers the impact an increase will have on its
community as a whole and owners individually.
As long as a Board complies with the Act, the condominium’s governing
documents and relies on qualified professionals in making its
decisions, owners should trust their Board’s decisions as the Board
was elected to make them on behalf of owners.
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